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The Bulldog and the Helix: DNA and the Pursuit of Justice
in a Frontier Town

Complicated Simplicity: Island Life in the Pacific
Northwest

Shayne Morrow

Joy Davis

A investigative reporter traces the role of DNA
evidence in two groundbreaking murder cases involving
young girls killed two decades apart in the same town. In
1977, the industrial town of Port Alberni was shaken by the
brutal murder of twelve-year-old Carolyn Lee, who had been
9781772032505
9781772032703
abducted while walking home from her dance class. In 1996,
Paperback | $22.95 the town was devastated again when eleven-year-old Paperback | $22.95
... [more]
Jessica States disappeared while chasing foul balls at a
True Crime
Nature
local fast-pitch game, her lifeless body later found beaten in
May 14, 2019
Apr 16, 2019
the woods. At the time of States’s murder, Shayne Morrow
Ctn Qty: 1
Ctn Qty: 1
was working
Heritage
House
as Publishing
a reporter for the Alberni Valley Times. His
interest
in forensic science led him to cover the States case
288 pages
and relate it back to the Lee case, which had gone
unsolved for years. In his coverage, Morrow gained
unprecedented access to the investigators and scientists
who were on the trail of both killers. Emerging DNA
Ranchinginunder
the Arch:led
Stories
from the interest
Southern
technology
the mid-1990s
to a renewed
in the
Lee
case Rangelands
and ultimately to the conviction of her killer, Gurmit
Alberta
Singh Dhillon, in 1998. The technological mechanisms put in
place during that case would lay the groundwork for the
D Larraine Andrews
capture of States’s killer, Roderick Patten, a year later. The
Bulldog and the Helix is a riveting portrait of a town rocked
twice
by the rich,
most historically
heinous type
of crime
and a
A visually
epic
tale ofimaginable
cattle
community’s
unrelenting
for justice.
ranching in
southernsearch
Alberta,
focusing on multigenerational family-owned ranches that are still in
existence today. In the 1880s, a group of fledgling cattle
ranchers descended on the plains of southern Alberta.
9781772032727
9781772032413
They were drawn by the promise of the West, where the
Paperback | $29.95
grass seemed endless and they could ranch under the Paperback | $19.95
... [more]
arch of the Chinook—the warm Pacific wind that swooped
History
Travel
down the eastern slopes of the Rockies to melt the snow
May 21, 2019
May 21, 2019
and clear the land for year-round grazing. They came with
Ctn Qty: 1
Ctn Qty: 1
wild optimism,
Heritage
Housebut
Publishing
their ambition was soon tempered by
the brutal
288
pages reality of a frontier land. Ranching under the
Arch is a tale of survival, perseverance, and prosperity in
the face of struggle, loss, and loneliness. Following over a
dozen ranches still in operation that have roots dating to
the late nineteenth century, historian D. Larraine Andrews
The
Famous
Canada's
Crusadersaround
for Women's
recounts
theFive:
culture
that developed
this unique
vocation. These ranches have endured as vibrant
Rights
enterprises,
sometimes into the fifth generation of the
Amazing
Stories
same family, sometimes with new faces and dreams to
Barbara Smith
change the focus of the narrative. Drawing from historical
archives, diaries, and personal accounts, and illustrated
informative
fascinating
archival
imagery, and
A by
concise
history maps,
of the five
women who
changed
stunning
photography,
Ranching under
the
the
coursecontemporary
of history and
brought Canadians
one step
Arch tois equality.On
an epic portrait
the1927,
“Cattle
and its
closer
Augustof27,
fiveKingdom”
women gathered
in Alberta
history.
atplace
a house
on Edmonton’s
Southside to sign a letter that
would change the course of Canadian history. Those women
9781772032338
9781772032482
were Emily Murphy, Nellie McClung, Louise McKinney, Irene
Paperback | $9.95
Parlby, and Henrietta Muir Edwards, who would become
Paperback | $9.95
... [more]
known as the Famous Five.The meeting of the women had
History
History
been prompted by Emily Murphy, an Alberta magistrate,
Apr 9, 2019
Apr 9, 2019
whose right to render judgements had been challenged by
Ctn Qty: 1
Ctn Qty: 1
a lawyer House
Heritage
who maintained
Publishingthat only men could be appointed
as
144judges
pages because only men were considered “persons”
under the British North America Act. The battle for justice
that began that Saturday afternoon on took many years and
miles, finally making its way to the Privy Council in London.
Finally, in 1929, a landmark ruling found that women were
James
Macleod: in
The
Coats'
Truewho
Leader
indeed “persons”
theRed
eyes
of theFirst
law.But
were these
women and
how did they come together at such a pivotal
Amazing
Stories
moment
in Canadian history? The Famous Five is a
Elle
Andra-Warner
comprehensive look at the remarkable lives, prolific careers,
sometimes disturbing contradictions, and extraordinary
A
descendant of warriors,
andwho
military
men
achievements
these fivechiefs
women
fought
for equality
of
MacLeod,
A.F. Macleod
led an
at a the
time Clan
when women
wereJames
barely recognized
as relevant.
adventurous life that took him from his birthplace on
Scotland's Isle of Skye to the Canadian west. After
immigrating to Ontario, Macleod became a lawyer and militia
officer before joining the effort to quell the 1870 Red River
9781927051757
Rebellion. In 1874, he was appointed assistant
9781772032765
... [more]
commissioner of the newly formed North West Mounted Paperback | $9.95
Paperback | $9.95
Police and led his troops west to smash the whisky trade
Biography &
History
and bring law and order to the vast North-West Territories.
Autobiography
Apr 9, 2019
Macleod House
Heritage
smokedPublishing
the peace pipe with prominent chiefs like
Apr 9, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1
Crowfoot
160
pagesand Red Crow, earning their trust as a man who
Ctn Qty: 1
kept his promises. As a policeman and judge, Macleod
showed a strong sense of justice, sympathizing with the
plight of First Nations peoples and challenging the
government when it failed to fulfil treaty obligations. This
exciting new biography is a vivid account of the life and
times of the larger-than-life Canadian hero who played a
role in the peaceful development of Heritage
western Canada.
Library Services major
Centre
Group Distribution

A frank, practical, and entertaining exploration of
the pleasures and complexities of living on small islands.
Many people dream of living simple lives on small islands,
but few are aware of some of the unique challenges that
accompany this distinctive lifestyle. From negotiating
surrounding waters to creating a sustainable home and
making a viable life away from urban conveniences, small... [more]
island living can be rewarding or difficult (or both),
depending
on
myriad
circumstances. Complicated
Simplicity: Island Life in the Pacific Northwest draws on a
variety House
Heritage
sourcesPublishing
to contextualize peoples’ enduring
fascination
288 pages with islands worldwide, including the author’s
own experiences growing up on Bath Island (off Gabriola)
and her interviews with over twenty intrepid figures who live
on the San Juan Islands, the Gulf Islands, the Discovery
Islands, and in Clayoquot Sound. Ingenuity, tenacity, and a
River
of for
Dreams:
A Journey
through
Milk River
passion
living in
these special
places
shineCountry
through in
the personal stories, as does a shared concern for safety,
sustainability,
and thoughtful stewardship. Engaging,
Liz
Bryan
inspiring, and often funny, Complicated Simplicity offers
readers honest and useful insights on the joys, perils, and
A
picturesque,
reflective
journey along the route of
rewards
of island
life.
the ancient Milk River, from southern Alberta into northern
Montana. The Milk River is a small and dreamy river, flowing
lazily through some of the loneliest lands of North America,
the dry plains of Alberta and Montana. Dwarfed by such
giants as the Saskatchewan and Mississippi Rivers, it is
indeed as meek as its name, virtually unknown to most
... [more]
North Americans. Yet few streams can match its incredible
international journey, the magical beauty of its landscape, or
the long and often sad history that suffuses every inch of its
1,200-kilometre
Heritage
House passage.
PublishingThe Milk River has always been a
special
place for the Indigenous Peoples of the plains,
160
pages
providing them with physical and spiritual sustenance. Yet
the river’s story also encompasses the settlement of the
northwestern plains at a time of great change, when
Indigenous ways of life were being systematically
extinguished, first by brazen whiskey traders and later the
flow of immigration
the US
Cornelius
O'Keefe: and
The the
Life,military
Loves, will
andof
Legacy
of cavalry.
an
As settlement
prevailed, brave hopes and dreams often fell
Okanagan
Rancher
victim to injustices and anguish. With lyrical prose, stunning
Amazing Stories
photography, and remarkable insight into the history and
Sherri
Fieldof the
, Ken
Mather
geography
region,
River of Dreams is a meditation on
the beauty and significance of Milk River country.
An entertaining biography of cattle baron and land
magnate Cornelius O’Keefe, founder of the Historic O’Keefe
Ranch. From humble beginnings to a life of prosperity in the
heart of the Okanagan Valley, Cornelius O’Keefe is best
known today through the historic ranch in Vernon, BC, that
still bears his name. Established in 1867, the O’Keefe
Ranch was at one time the largest cattle ranch in the region,
... [more]
with thousands of head of cattle grazing in the vast open
ranges. By the early 1900s, the ranch had grown to over
12,000 acres, and Cornelius O’Keefe had built quite a
legacy forHouse
Heritage
himself.
Publishing
Known as a tireless worker who dabbled
in
number of professions in addition to cattle ranching—
160a pages
from mining to operating a general store to being a
postmaster—O’Keefe also had a full personal life. He
married three times and had seventeen children. His family
continued to live on the ranch until the 1960s, when it was
Searching
forpublic
Pitt Lake
Facts
in the
opened to the
as aGold:
heritage
siteand
andFantasy
tourist attraction.
This concise
biography brings the dynamic figure of
Legend
of Slumach
O’Keefe to
life and illuminates a fascinating period in BC
Amazing
Stories
history.
Fred Braches
A smart, concise analysis of the legend of
Slumach’s Gold, which strives to uncover the truth behind
this mythical gold deposit said to be hidden north of Pitt
Lake. British Columbia is gold country, and with gold comes
legends that have been passed down through the
generations. Ever since the Fraser Canyon gold rush,
prospectors and adventurers have been looking for a
... [more]
mysterious, exceedingly rich gold deposit in the watershed
of Pitt Lake, first mentioned in a small newspaper entry in
November 1869. Over time, as the story spread, the man at
the centreHouse
Heritage
of thisPublishing
legendary gold start was endowed with the
identity
of Slum.ook, better known as Slumach, a Katzie
144
pages
man who was ultimately hanged in 1891 for shooting and
killing another man in anger. The legend of the gold grew
into that of an exceedingly rich deposit known as
“Slumach’s gold.” This book presents, unravels, and
dissects the legends of the gold of Pitt Lake, and tells the
Page 1
stories of some of the daredevils and venerable prospectors
who searched for the mythical gold at their peril.
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The Grizzlies of Grouse Mountain : The True
Adventures of Coola and Grinder

Wildlife of Western Canada
Tom Hunter

Shelley Hrdlitschka

, Rae Schidlo

, Linda Sharp

A beautifully illustrated and educational
children's book that tells the true life story of Grouse
Mountain's famous resident grizzly bears. Coola and
Grinder are two adult grizzly bears living at the “peak of
Vancouver” on Grouse Mountain. For the past eighteen
9781772032772
years they have been among the mountain’s biggest
Hardcover | $19.95
attractions. People from all over the world flock to see
... [more]
Juvenile Nonfiction these magnificent creatures, who live in a five-acre wildlife
refuge
that
simulates
a
grizzly
bear’s
natural
habitat.
Apr 16, 2019
Contrary to popular belief, the bears are not brothers; they
Ctn Qty: 1
were brought
Heritage
House
to Publishing
the mountain as orphaned cubs born on
opposite
48
pages sides of the province—Coola hails from Bella
Coola, and Grinder (named after the Grouse Grind hiking
trail) was born near Invermere. The Grizzlies of Grouse
Mountain tells the heartwarming and inspiring tale of
Coola and Grinder’s life on the mountain, their distinct
Roadside
Geology
Southern
British
Columbia
personalities,
and of
their
important
role in
teaching wildlife
rangers and scientists about grizzly bear behaviour.
Written
for young
school-age
Bill
Mathews
, Jim
Monger children, this book presents
facts and entertaining anecdotes about the bears in a
clear and engaging way, and imparts valuable lessons
"You
arethe
notimportance
going to want
to drive
anywhere inThis richly
about
of wildlife
conservation.
southern
BCwithout
Fabulous
content-rich
roadside
illustrated
book willit!foster
children’s
love of inwildlife
for
detail
with Jim Monger's big-picture context." —Jim
yearsalong
to come.
Ryan, newsletter of the Cordilleran Section of the Geological
Association of CanadaRoadside Geology of Southern
British Columbia explains the province's tumultuous
9781926613345
geologic history in simple terms. Thirty-one descriptive road
... [more]
Paperback | $24.95 guides, complete with maps, photographs and diagrams,
help
you
locate
and
interpret
the
rocks
and
landforms
visible
Nature
from the province's highways and ferry routes.Discover a
May 25, 2010
lava flowHouse
Heritage
that chilled
Publishing
beneath ice. Learn how Ripple Rock
Ctn Qty: 24
claimed24
416
pages ships before engineers finally blew it up. Drive
across a slow-moving earthflow that has played havoc with
roads since the gold-rush days.This book covers the
geological features in the lower third of British Columbia—
from just north of 100 Mile House down to the CanadaUnited States border.
Family Walks and Hikes in the Canadian Rockies Volume 1: Bragg Creek - Kananaskis - Bow Valley - Banff
National Park
Family Walks and Hikes
Andrew Nugara

9781771602242
Paperback | $20.00
Travel
May 14, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

9781771602655
Paperback | $20.00
Travel
May 14, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Library Services

Family Walks and Hikes is an exciting new series
of books written specifically for outdoor enthusiasts of all
ages and abilities. These accurate, attractive guides feature
expertly curated routes, informative maps, and colour
photographs. The first book for the Canadian Rockies in the
series brings together an inspiring collection of comfortable
walks and spectacular hikes for visitors and locals looking
... [more]
for unique, guided wanderings in a number of diverse
locations in the Rockies, including: Elbow Falls Powderface
Ridge Troll Falls Elbow Lake Grotto Canyon Grassi Lakes
Tunnel
RMB
| Rocky
Mountain
Mountain
Johnston
Books
Canyon Stanley Glacier Plain Of
Six Glaciers
192
pages Bow Summit Ranging from charmingly easy to
moderately challenging, these hikes are all accessible from
reliable roads and popular staging areas. In addition, each
hike is accompanied by a clear, colourful map, step by step
Popular
Day
Kananaskis
Country
- Revised
&
directions,
andHikes:
full-colour
photographs.
Each
route includes:
Updated
detailed directions to trailheads colour maps and
photographs
seasonal
Popular
Day Hikes
#1 information round-trip distances trail
commentary
difficulty ratings
Gillean Daffern

9781772031201
Paperback | $12.95
Juvenile
Nonfiction
Apr 15, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

This beautifully illustrated, fact-filled book teaches
children about the hundreds of wildlife species that live
across Western Canada. Praise for Tom Hunter: “[Hunter’s]
drawings are accurate. The animals look as if they could
step off the page.”—Canadian Library Association Western
Canada is home to thousands of distinct species of
mammals, birds, fish, reptiles, amphibians, and insects.
... [more]
Highlighting over two hundred animals found across the
west, acclaimed illustrator Tom Hunter provides a fun, factfilled introduction to wildlife for children ages nine to twelve.
Kids will House
Heritage
learn toPublishing
tell the difference between the mountain
goat
and the Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep, find out where
136 pages
they can spot a wolverine in the wild, and discover which
species of shark live off the west coast of Canada. Each
species has a detailed, scientifically accurate illustration and
essential facts about where it lives, what it eats, and what
makes it unique. From the largest marine mammals to the
tiniest insects,
this
bookCanoe
will open children’s eyes to the
Stories
from the
Magic
amazing variety of animals living all around them.
Cecil Paul

9781771602952
Hardcover | $30.00
Biography &
Autobiography
May 7, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

9781771602372
Paperback | $25.00
Travel
May 19, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Featuring a fresh design and the most current
route updates, Popular Day Hikes is a series of bestselling
books written for visitors and locals looking to hike scenic
trails from well-established staging areas. Alberta’s favourite
destination for outdoor enthusiasts, Kananaskis Country is
9781771602679
located on the eastern slopes of the Canadian Rockies, just
a short drive west of Calgary. The areas of Canmore, Bow Paperback | $20.00
... [more]
Valley, Peter Lougheed Provincial Park, Highwood, Elbow,
Travel
Kananaskis
Valley,
Smith-Dorrien,
Sheep
and
May 14, 2019
Jumpingpound all offer a wide range of choices for those
Ctn Qty: 1
day trippers
RMB
| Rocky Mountain
looking Books
for unique and irresistible views
throughout
152
pages this world-renowned mountain range. From easy,
short day walks to ridgewalks – with a pitch or two of easy
scrambling – there is something in this volume for everyone.
Some of the trips included are: Ha Ling Peak Barrier Lake
Lookout Ribbon Falls Upper Kananaskis Lake Ptarmigan
Cirque Burstall Pass Picklejar Lakes Mount Burke Volcano
Centre
Group Distribution
Ridge
Loop Nihahi Ridge Each hike Heritage
includes: detailed
directions to trailheads colour maps and photographs
seasonal information round-trip distances trail commentary
difficulty ratings

, Briony Penn

, Roy Henry Vickers

A remarkable and profound collection of
reflections by one of North America’s most important
Indigenous leaders. My name is Wa’xaid, given to me by my
people. ‘Wa’ is ‘the river’, ‘Xaid’ is ‘good’ – good river.
Sometimes the river is not good. I am a Xenaksiala, I am
from the Killer Whale Clan. I would like to walk with you in
Xenaksiala lands. Where I will take you is the place of my
... [more]
birth. They call it the Kitlope. It is called Xesdu’wäxw
(Huschduwaschdu) for ‘blue, milky, glacial water’. Our
destination is what I would like to talk about, and a boat – I
call it |my
RMB
Rocky
magic
Mountain
canoe. Books
It is a magical canoe because there
is room
for everyone who wants to come into it to paddle
224
pages
together. The currents against it are very strong but I believe
we can reach that destination and this is the reason for our
survival. —Cecil Paul Who better to tell the narrative of our
times about the restoration of land and culture than Wa’xaid
(the good river), or Cecil Paul, a Xenaksiala elder who
pursued both in the
his ancestral
the Kitlope — now the
Bikepacking
Canadianhome,
Rockies
largest protected unlogged temperate rainforest left on the
planet. Paul’s cultural teachings are more relevant today
Ryan Correy
than ever in the face of environmental threats, climate
change and social unrest, while his personal stories of loss
from
schools, industrialization
and theft of cultural
The residential
first full-colour
guidebook introducing
property
(thecyclists
world-renowned
Gps’golox
pole) put a popular
human
backcountry
to the exciting
and increasingly
face to
survivors Before
of thishis
particular
genocide.
world
of the
bikepacking.
untimelybrand
deathof
from
cancer
Told
in Cecil
Paul’s
singular,
vernacularcyclist
voice, Ryan
Stories
from
in
2018,
veteran
rider
and passionate
Correy
the Magic finisher
Canoe of
spans
lifetime
of experience,
suffering
(two-time
the a
Tour
Divide,
founder of Bikepack
and survival.
This beautifully
produced
volume
is inhis
Cecil’s
Canada
and author
of A Purpose
Ridden)
pedalled
way
own words,
toldpopular
to Briony
Penn parks
and other
friends,
and
through
the as
most
national
in the
Canadian
...
[more]
has beenin meticulously
transcribed.
Along
Penn’s
Rockies
order to complete
his work
on with
this unique
forthcoming
biography
of
Cecil
Paul,
Following
the
Good
guidebook. Featuring routes in Waterton, Kananaskis, Banff,
River
(Fall Yoho
2019),and
Stories
fromBikepacking
the Magic Canoe
a
Kootenay,
Jasper,
in the provides
Canadian
valuable
documented
a generation on
that Beginner,
continues
Rockies
RMB
| Rocky
will Mountain
take history
biking
Booksofenthusiasts
to
impacts
of in
brutal
colonization
and
Intermediate
Expert
journeys
the following
locations:
192 deal
pageswithandthe
environmental
the grind
hands
of the
politicians,
Front
Range – change
496 km atgravel
down
Alberta
industrialists
those– who
ignore
the power
of
foothills
High and
Rockies
183 willingly
km opening
sampler
for the
ancestral
landsBeaverfoot
and traditional
knowledge.
Great
Divide
– 389
km expedition along the
Rocky Mountain Trench Devil’s Gap – 214 km backcountry
passage into Banff National Park Highwood – 357 km over
HighwoodDay
Pass
into the
Crowsnest
region
Castle &
– 266 km
Popular
Hikes:
Canadian
Rockies
- Revised
circumnavigation
of Waterton and Castle parks Top of the
Updated
World – 347 km of remote climbs in the East Kootenays
Popular Day Hikes #2
Flathead Valley – 291 km through “Grizzly Bear Alley” in
Tony Daffern
southeast
British Columbia Three Point – 173 km hike-abike adventure around Kananaskis Icefields Parkway (in
Winter) – a291
kmdesign
fat-bike
the current
world-renowned
Featuring
fresh
andtrek
theupmost
Highway
93 toPopular
Jasper Day
The Hikes
result isofa Correy's
route
updates,
series of remarkable
bestselling
dedication
is an
collection
of ten
ambitious,
books
written
for unparalleled
visitors and locals
looking
to hike
scenic
multi-day
routes
complete
with
directional
cues,
detailed
trails from well-established staging areas. Popular
Day
maps,
a
helpful
Bikepacking
101
section,
rich
photography
Hikes: Canadian Rockies covers 37 popular, accessible
and
personal
stories
that
will
stoke
the
curiosity
of
both
the
trails in one of the world’s most stunningly beautiful natural
beginner
and theFeaturing
experienced
backcountry
environments.
easy
short-dayrider.
walks, more... [more]
strenuous full-day hikes and the occasional easy scramble
in areas around Banff, Lake Louise and Moraine Lake, the
Icefields Parkway, Kootenay National Park, Yoho National
Park and
RMB
| Rocky
Jasper,
Mountain
this colourful
Books guide contains something for
everyone.
152
pages Some of the trips included are: Spray River Loop
Sunshine Meadows Stanley Glacier Lake Agnes Plain of Six
Glaciers Larch Valley Yoho Valley to Twin Falls Parker
Ridge Valley of the Five Lakes Sulphur Skyline Trail Each
hike includes: detailed directions to trailheads colour maps
and photographs seasonal information round-trip distances
Page 2
trail commentary difficulty ratings
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Popular Day Hikes: Northern Okanagan - Revised &
Updated: Vernon - Shuswap - Lumby
Popular Day Hikes #3
Gerry Shea

9781771602457
Paperback | $20.00
Travel
May 14, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

9781771602839
Paperback | $20.00
Travel
May 14, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Featuring a fresh design and the most current
route updates, Popular Day Hikes is a series of bestselling
books written for visitors and locals looking to hike scenic
trails from well-established staging areas. Popular Day
Hikes: Northern Okanagan details 39 popular day trips amid
the stunning, open terrain of the British Columbia interior,
from Grindrod in the north to Vernon in the south and
... [more]
between the Okanagan Valley and the Shuswap. With little
need for rigorous bushwhacking or risky scrambling, the
routes described in this new book will offer all users at all
skill |levels
RMB
Rocky the
Mountain
opportunity
Books to experience semi-desert
landscapes,
152
pages lakeside vistas and mountain views. Some of
the trips included are: Bluenose Mountain Enderby Cliffs
Sugarloaf Mountain Rawlings Lake Cliffs Adams River Trail
Roderick Haig-Brown Provincial Park Hyde Mountain
Lookout Margaret Falls Skimikin Lake Blind Bay to White
Popular
Day
Hikes:
Vancouver
Island detailed
- Reviseddirections
& Updated
Lake Each
route
description
includes:
to
trailheads
Popular
Daycolour
Hikes #4maps and photographs seasonal
information
round-trip distances trail commentary difficulty
Theo Dombrowski
ratings
Featuring a fresh design and the most current
route updates, Popular Day Hikes is a series of bestselling
books written for visitors and locals looking to hike scenic
trails from well-established staging areas. This unique and
colourful guidebook sorts through all of the various
possibilities and selects for the reader the very best day
hikes on Vancouver Island, with locations throughout the
... [more]
region, including: Carmanah Walbran Matheson Lake to
Roche Cove Mount Finlayson Gowlland Tod Park Jocelyn
Peak Loop Skutz Falls Loop Stocking Lake and Heart Lake
Haslam
RMB
| Rocky
TrailMountain
to Timberland
Books
Lake Top Bridge and
Englishman
River Mount Arrowsmith The Lakes of
152
pages
Forbidden Plateau With hikes ranging from 6 km to 25 km
and from easy to challenging, these routes are all accessible
from generally reliable roads. In addition, each hike is
accompanied by a clear, colourful map, step by step
directions and full-colour photographs. Each hike includes:
detailedTrains
directions
to Rockies:
trailheads
colour
When
Ruled the
My Life
at themaps
Banff and
photographs
seasonal information round-trip distances trail
Railway Station
commentary difficulty ratings
Terry Gainer

9781771603010
Paperback | $22.00
History
Apr 12, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

9781771512732
Hardcover | $40.00
Cooking
May 7, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Library Services

When Trains Ruled the Rockies is a personal
history of the Banff train station from 1948 through 1962.
Drawn from Terry Gainer’s personal memories and
experiences from his years living and working at the
legendary Banff Railway Station, this entertaining memoir
and important historical record beckons the reader into the
golden age of railway travel in the mountains of western
... [more]
Canada. Complete with a selection of archival photographs,
When Trains Ruled the Rockies documents life at the Banff
Railway Station and traces the huge role the station played
in the| local
RMB
Rockycommunity.
Mountain Books
The author’s own story of growing
up atpages
the station winds a thread through the narrative and
240
brings into clear focus Terry’s lifelong passion for passenger
trains, at one time the most dominant means of
transportation for Canadians but sadly an experience that is
now fading into history.
Everyone's Welcome: The Art of Living and Eating
Allergen Free

Popular Day Hikes: South-Central Okanagan - Revised &
Updated: Kelowna - Penticton - Oliver
Popular Day Hikes #5
Gerry Shea
Featuring a fresh design and the most current
route updates, Popular Day Hikes is a bestselling series of
books written for visitors and locals looking to hike scenic
trails from well-established staging areas. Located in southcentral British Columbia and situated between the Cascade
9781771602778
and Columbia mountain ranges, the Southern Okanagan
Paperback | $20.00 Valley extends from Kelowna to Osoyoos. Popular Day
... [more]
Hikes: South-Central Okanagan describes 35 accessible
Travel
treks
around
Kelowna,
West
Kelowna
and
Westside
Road
May 14, 2019
as well as Penticton, Naramata, Oliver, Osoyoos,
Ctn Qty: 1
Summerland,
RMB
| Rocky Mountain
Peachland
Books
and Keremeos. Featuring robust
vineyards,
152
pages fruit orchards, desert-like grasslands, rich
marshes, ponderosa pine forests, towering cliffs, large
lakes, salmon streams, modest peaks and a tremendous
diversity of animal and plant life, this stunning and diverse
area is rich with dozens of unique hiking routes. Some of
Northern
Stone: Canada's
Best
Rock Knox
ClimbsMountain Park
the
trips included
are: Angel
Springs
Black Knight Mountain Canyon Falls McDougall Rim
Viewpoints
Rose Valley
Regional
Brandon Pullan
, David
Smart Park Skaha Bluffs Rock
Ovens Park Ellis Ridge Trail Keremeos Columns Each hike
includes: detailed directions to trailheads colour maps and
A stunning, full-colour
guide
that focuses
photographs
seasonal climbing
information
round-trip
distances trail
on 65 of Canada’s
best
rock climbs. With over 50 years of
commentary
difficulty
ratings
combined climbing experience between them, authors
Brandon Pullan and David Smart have spent countless
hours debating and reviewing Canadian climbs to settle on
the routes chosen for this book. In order to make the list,
9781771602600
the route:is popular enough to be well-travelled, have fixed
... [more]
Paperback | $40.00 protection and established descentsis climbable by the
average weekend warrior (no harder than 5.11a)must be
Sports &
climbable in a day from your campsite or carhas played a
Recreation
role in| Rocky
RMB
the history
Mountain
of Canadian
Books
climbingdoes not require
Apr 25, 2019
crampons
304
pages or ice axes Divided into two sections — Western
Ctn Qty: 1
Canada (British Columbia, Alberta and Yukon) and Eastern
Canada (Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick
and Newfoundland–Labrador) — Northern Stone profiles an
equal number of routes in both western and eastern
Canada (something no climbing guide has ever done).
Along with
maps
and
a healthy selection of photos showing
West
Coast
123s
the route, each climb includes: information on local
accommodation, food, climbing gyms and alternative
Jocey Asnong
climbsaccess notes, approach info, grade, length and pitchby-pitch descriptions
Hooray! Time for a new and colourful 123
adventure with bestselling children's author and
illustrator Jocey Asnong, along the remarkable west
coast of Canada. Jocey Asnong’s vibrant and
whimsical illustrations take readers kayaking through
Cowichan Bay, surfing with starfish and sea otters at
9781771603027
Tofino, and swimming with sea wolves in the Great
... [more]
Bear Rainforest. From carving through fresh powder
Boardbook | $12.00
at
Whistler
Blackcomb
to
treasure
hunting
at the
Juvenile Nonfiction
bottom of the Salish Sea, this early concept board
Apr 15, 2019
book | in
RMB
Rocky
number
Mountain
recognition
Books and counting is an
Ctn Qty: 1
excellent
28 pages companion to Asnong’s West Coast ABCs,
as she continues showcasing the diverse marine
mammals, ocean organisms, birds and other species
that are unique to this region.
The Olive Oil and Vinegar Lover's Cookbook : Revised
and Updated Edition

Amanda Orlando

Emily Lycopolus

Easy, delicious recipes and helpful tips to inspire
confidence in adults who live with life-threatening allergies.
Not everyone outgrows childhood allergies. When Amanda
Orlando learned firsthand that the social and emotional
impact of anaphylactic reactions affects adults, she started
blogging about it, and EverydayAllergenFree.com was born.
9781771513029
Her new cookbook, Everyone’s Welcome, is for people with
Hardcover | $45.00
... [more]
anaphylactic allergies to any of the “big eight”: peanuts, tree
Cooking
nuts, dairy, eggs, soy, wheat, fish, shellfish. Most of the
Jun 4, 2019
recipes are free from all eight allergens, with the rest offering
Ctn Qty: 1
alternatives to
TouchWood
Editions
suit your particular allergy—and you’ll know
whether
the recipe is coconut-free, gluten-free, vegetarian
224
pages
and vegan. Enjoy features such as: A comprehensive list of
ingredient substitutes How to avoid cross-contamination A
list of allergen-free fridge staples Tips for entertaining,
eating out, and travelling A list of trusted name brands
Snacks to go and sugar-free foods Including strategies to
deal
with allergy anxiety, Everyone’s Heritage
Welcome isGroup
an
Centre
Distribution
essential resource for friends and family of those living with
severe allergies.

A brand-new updated edition of The Olive Oil
and Vinegar Lover’s Cookbook, which has sold more than
13,000 copies to date. There’s nothing like fresh extravirgin olive oil, infused and fused olive oils, and flavoured
white and balsamic vinegars—but how, exactly, do we
use them? Elevate the flavour of your fare using products
like Rosemary or Herb de Provence infused olive oil, Blood
... [more]
Orange fused olive oil, Apricot white balsamic, and more
by diving into this easy-to-use, gorgeously photographed
book. Discover recipes that use 50 of the most popular
and widely Editions
TouchWood
available specialty olive oil and vinegar
products
368 pagesthat enhance appetizers, salads, soups, main
dishes, baked goods, and desserts. Expand your culinary
repertoire by learning the basics of flavour pairing. With
sections on ways to experiment with baking, marinades,
salad dressings, brines, and even cocktails, this book
offers an abundance of ways to use your favourite
products. Tantalizing and inspiring, The Olive Page
Oil and3
Vinegar Lover’s Cookbook will help you take any dish from
ordinary to thrilling.
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Island Craft: Your Guide to the Breweries of Vancouver
Island

Island Home: Out and About on Vancouver Island
Anny Scoones

Jon C Stott

9781771512923
Paperback | $25.00
Cooking
May 7, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

A timely exploration of the vibrant and growing
craft beer scene on Vancouver Island. Hopheads, rejoice!
Take the ultimate beer-lover’s road trip from Victoria, BC’s
craft beer capital, to Campbell River, visiting almost forty
craft breweries and brewpubs in between. Your guide? Jon
Stott, born and bred in Victoria—and beer enthusiast
extraordinaire. In 1961, Vancouver Island had just one
... [more]
brewery. In 2018, Stott visited thirty-three breweries on the
island—and six more breweries were slated to open within
the year. For each brewery or brewpub, Stott shares wellresearched Editions
TouchWood
backstories, examines the relationships
between
288
pagesbreweries and the communities in which they
operate, profiles owners and brewers, and shares tasting
notes for many of the beers each place offers. Beginning at
Spinnakers, Canada’s oldest and longest operating
brewpub, the book culminates at Beach Fire Brewing and
Boom
& Bust:
The Resilient
of Historic
Telegraph
Nosh
House
in Campbell
River,Women
and includes
a directory
of
Vancouver
Island’s Breweries and brewpubs, a glossary of
Cove
brewing terms, and a guide to different styles of beer.

9781771512589
Paperback | $20.00
Humor
Apr 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Jennifer Butler
A century of life in Telegraph Cove as told by
the resourceful and resilient women who turned this
isolated coastal village into a tight-knit community.
Telegraph Cove, one of Vancouver Island’s most visited
tourist destinations, has humble origins as a one-shack
9781771512985
telegraph station, established a century ago. The
Paperback | $26.00
community grew, first with a salmon saltery and sawmill,
... [more]
then with new industries developed by the ingenuity of the
History
Cove’s
inhabitants.
From
the
1920s,
Irish,
Chinese,
Jun 4, 2019
Japanese, German, Danish, Italian, and English
Ctn Qty: 1
community members,
TouchWood
Editions
along with other old and new
Canadians,
368 pages were neighbours in a place accessible only by
boat. In this book, more than 25 women tell their own
stories and memories of life in the Cove. They faced down
the impacts of isolation, hazardous terrain, war,
occupation, immigration, internment, social change,
A economic
Deceptive Devotion
development, community decline, and
degradation—remarkable,
given that
A environmental
Lane Winslow Mystery
#6
Telegraph
Cove’s population peaked at 60. From these
Iona
Whishaw
lives come stories of resilience, resourcefulness,
heartbreak, humour, and triumph. Boom & Bust draws the
Wedding
bells,
a grisly
murder,
a defectingby neverreader in
for an
intimate
view,and
accompanied
Russian
spy bring drama
tophotographs.
King’s Cove in the newest Lane
before-published
archival
Winslow mystery, a series that the Globe and Mail calls
“terrific.” A wedding is on the horizon for Lane Winslow and
Inspector Darling. As one of the few Russian speakers in
her community, Lane is obliged to act as translator and
9781771513005
hostess for Countess Orlova, an elderly Russian woman
... [more]
Paperback | $16.95 who has tracked her missing brother to the Nelson area.
Nelson
PD
investigates,
but
then
the
murder
of a lone
Fiction
hunter in the hills above King’s Cove takes top priority.
Apr 23, 2019
Darling works
TouchWood
Editions
the case with a Constable Oxley—a
Ctn Qty: 1
newcomer
368
pages to the area, assigned in Constable Ames’
temporary absence—and a British agent contacts Lane to
warn her to be on the lookout for a fleeing Russian defector.
Bound by the Wartime Secrets Act, Lane is conflicted about
keeping the information from Darling, especially when it
begins to put a strain on their relationship. Fans of Maisie
DobbsBear
and Rock
the Kopp
Sisters
will
in this
From
Mountain
: The
Lifedelight
and Times
of arousing
Dene
adventure ofSchool
intrigue
and espionage.
Residential
Survivor

9781927366806
Hardcover | $30.00
Biography &
Autobiography
May 21, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Library Services

9781771512879
Paperback | $20.00
History
May 7, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

9781927366820
Paperback | $22.00
Fiction
Jun 4, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

A collection of humorous essays about
Vancouver Island’s unique quirks by the convivial and
thoughtful storyteller Anny Scoones. Vancouver Island and
the Gulf Islands are celebrated for their ineffable charisma,
laid-back pace, and distinct grooviness. Anny Scoones
travels the length of Vancouver Island to explore the nooks
and crannies of coastal communities, inland towns, and
... [more]
iconic places, sharing observations, musings, and tidbits
about the region’s fascinating and layered history. Whether
it’s an account of the chainsaw carving festival in Campbell
River, a takeEditions
TouchWood
on the giant gnome just north of Nanoose
Bay,pages
or a description of folks met at the Foggy Mountain Fall
240
Fair in Cumberland, this book takes us to extraordinary
locations and introduces us to the people who make this
part of the world so magnetic. Observe, pause, ponder, and
indulge in what Anny calls “a little think” on the area’s
characteristics and personalities. Whether you’re a Lycraclad cyclist
climbing
the hills
of Mayne
Island, Hotels
a slow of
food
Along
the E&N:
A Journey
Back
to the Historic
enthusiast Island
besotted with “sexy” apples on Salt Spring
Vancouver
Island, or someone dreaming about Vancouver Island as a
potential destination, these essays and illustrations will
Glen
A Mofford
connect
you with places and people that seem curiously
familiar…maybe even yourself.
An exploration of the fascinating history of more
than thirty historic hotels—with some still in operation—
nestled along Vancouver Island’s E&N Railway, spanning
from Esquimalt to Campbell River. In 1886, Vancouver
Island’s E&N rail service was established to carry coal to
smelters and ships, and the towns in the railway’s path
prospered as the tracks expanded and passenger travel
... [more]
flourished. Along the E&N celebrates the historic and stillsurviving hotels and roadhouses that sprung up near the
E&N. Within this carefully researched historical narrative,
you’ll find stories
TouchWood
Editions
of the Halfway House in the Esquimalt
District,
the murder and suicide at the Mt Sicker Hotel, and
272 pages
the iconic Quinsam Hotel in Campbell River, burned down in
2017. This book chronicles the history of more than thirty
hotels―many long gone, destroyed by fire, or simply
demolished, like the Lorne Hotel in Comox, and others that
Meteorites:
have been Stories
remodelled into modern-day neighbourhood
pubs―such as the Rod & Gun in Parksville and the
Waverley
Julie
Paul Hotel in Cumberland. Peppered with the
fascinating stories of patrons and proprietors alike, Along
the E&N resonates with the haunting echoes of the train’s
A
collection
iconic
whistle.of captivating stories that explore
family dynamics and frailty, loss and atonement, faith and
redemption. A young man takes his father to Hawaii, even
though he’s been dead for months. An organ player won’t
let her newly amputated arm stand in the way of Sunday
duties. A grad student decides to take the fate of a
homeless man into his own hands. A couple of criminals,
... [more]
new to rural living, find their idyllic life in jeopardy when
nature strikes back. A stepdaughter moves in, a brother
goes missing, and twins fall in love with the same girl. In
Meteorites,
Brindle
& Glass
Julie
Publishing
Paul’s third collection of short fiction,
characters
224
pages are taken by surprise and must react and
recover from what’s entered their lives unbidden. Ghosts,
giant animals, artists, imposters—you’ll meet them here in
these captivating stories of family dynamics and frailty, loss
and atonement, faith and redemption.
A Year on the Wild Side : A West Coast Naturalist's
Almanac

Antoine Bear Rock Mountain

Briony Penn

In this poetic, poignant memoir, Dene artist and
social activist Antoine Mountain paints an unforgettable
picture of his journey from residential school to art school—
and his path to healing. In 1949, Antoine Mountain was born
on the land near Radelie Koe, Fort Good Hope, Northwest
9781771512671
Territories. At the tender age of seven, he was stolen away
from his home and sent to a residential school—run by the Paperback | $26.00
... [more]
Roman Catholic Church in collusion with the Government of
Nature
Canada—three hundred kilometres away. Over the next
Mar 19, 2019
twelve years, the three residential schools Mountain was
Ctn Qty: 1
forced &toGlass
Brindle
attend
Publishing
systematically worked to erase his
language
272 pagesand culture, the very roots of his identity.While
reconnecting to that which had been taken from him, he
had a disturbing and painful revelation of the bitter depths of
colonialism and its legacy of cultural genocide. Canada has
its own holocaust, Mountain argues.As a celebrated artist
and social activist today, Mountain shares this moving,
Centrestory of healing and the reclamation
Heritage
Group Distribution
personal
of his Dene
identity.

A freshly designed, new edition of a funny weekly
chronicle that offers a year-long, intimate view of the flora
and fauna populating the West Coast.A Year on the Wild
Side is a witty commentary on the social and natural history
of Vancouver Island. Composed of short, readable essays
arranged into 12 monthly chapters, this engaging book
reveals the magic and humour of the natural world and
... [more]
reminds us of our place within it.As the weeks and seasons
unfold with the turning of the pages, you’ll be in sync with
the living world that surrounds you. Discover what berries
are ripe andEditions
TouchWood
the best time to pick them. Learn why the
termites
swarm, where the herring spawn, and when the
400 pages
maple leaves fall. Get up close and personal with fascinating
creatures like the snowy owl, the giant Pacific octopus, the
river otter, and more.The West Coast is abundantly alive,
and A Year on the Wild Side invites you to indulge in
unforgettable experiences, week by week, all year long.
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The Secret Wisdom of Nature: Trees, Animals, and the
Extraordinary Balance of All Living Things -- Stories from
Science and Observation
Mysteries of Nature Trilogy #3
Peter Wohlleben, Jane Billinghurst

9781771643887
Hardcover | $29.95
Science
Mar 5, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

9781771643733
Paperback | $22.95
Social Science
Apr 16, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

9781771643672
Paperback | $22.95
Travel
May 4, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

9781771644167
Paperback | $22.95
Sports &
Recreation
Apr 9, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Library Services

The final book in The Mysteries of Nature trilogy
by the New York Times bestselling author of The Hidden
Life of Trees, Peter Wohlleben. Nature is full of surprises:
deciduous trees affect the rotation of the Earth, cranes
9781771644488
sabotage the production of Iberian ham, and coniferous
forests can make it rain. But what are the processes that Hardcover | $32.95
drive these incredible phenomena? And why do they
Biography &
... [more]
matter? In The Secret Wisdom of Nature, master storyteller
Autobiography
and international sensation Peter Wohlleben takes readers
Mar 31, 2019
on a thought-provoking exploration of the vast natural
Ctn Qty: 1
systems that
Greystone
Books
make
Ltd.
life on Earth possible. In this tour of an
almost
unfathomable world, Wohlleben describes the
272 pages
fascinating interplay between animals and plants and
answers such questions as: How do they influence each
other? Do lifeforms communicate across species
Whatever
Gets
You
Through:
Twelve
Survivors
on Life
boundaries?
And
what
happens
when
this finely
tuned
after
Sexual
system
gets Assault
out of sync? By introducing us to the latest
scientific discoveries and recounting his own insights from
decadesMay
of Fowles
observing , nature,
one ofLee
the world’s
most
Stacey
Jen Sookfong
, Jessica
famous foresters shows us how to recapture our sense of
Valenti
awe so we can see the world around us with completely new
eyes.
Personal stories of surviving after the trauma of
sexual assault. In the era of #MeToo, we’ve become better
at talking about sexual assault. But sexual assault isn’t
limited to a single, terrible moment of violence: it stays with
9781771644372
survivors, following them wherever they go. Through the
voices of twelve diverse writers, Whatever Gets You Hardcover | $32.95
Through offers a powerful look at the narrative of sexual
Social Science
... [more]
assault not covered by the headlines—the weeks, months,
Apr 30, 2019
and years of survival and adaptation that people live
Ctn Qty: 1
through in its aftermath. With a foreword by Jessica Valenti,
an extensive
Greystone
Books
introduction
Ltd.
by editors Stacey May Fowles and
Jen Sookfong
Lee, and contributions from acclaimed literary
224
pages
voices such as Alicia Elliott, Elisabeth de Mariaffi, Heather
O’Neill, and Juliane Okot Bitek, the collection explores
some of the many different forms that survival can take.
Behind
and Misadventures
From icePutin's
hockeyCurtain:
to kink,Friendships
boxing to tapestry-making,
these
Inside
strikingRussia
personal essays address experiences as varied as
the writers who have lived them. With candor and insight,
each
writer
Stephan
Orthshares their own unique account of enduring:
the everyday emotional pain and trauma, but also the
incredible resilience and strength that can emerge in the
An
unconventional
of a country
that Benaway
aftermath
of sexual travelogue
assault. Contributors:
Gwen
inspires
both Bitek
fear and
“In the
lateAlicia
summer
of
Juliane Okot
Ellyfascination.
Danica Amber
Dawn
Elliott
2016,”
award-winning
writer
Stephan Orth,
“a
Karyn writes
Freedman
Heather travel
O’Neill
Katherine
Laidlaw
journey tode
Russia
feels
like visiting
territory.”In
this
Elisabeth
Mariaffi
Lauren
McKeonenemy
Soraya
Palmer Leah
humorous
and thought-provoking
book,Thom
Orth ventures
Lakshmi Piepzna-Samarasinha
Kai Cheng
through that vast and mysterious territory to uncover the
9781771643986
real, unfiltered Russia not seen in today’s headlines: Paperback | $34.95
... [more]
authentic, bizarre, dangerous, and beautiful. Sidestepping
Technology &
the well-trod tourist path, he travels the country from
Engineering
Moscow to Vladivostok—across seven time zones and
May 28, 2019
almost 9,500
Greystone
Books
kilometers—making
Ltd.
stops in Chechnya, Saint
Petersburg,
Ctn Qty: 1
304
pages Siberia, and beyond. Staying with an eclectic
array of hosts, he bumps into gun nuts, Internet conspiracy
theorists, faux shamans, and Putin fans; learns to drive in
death-defying Russian style; and discovers how to cure
hangovers by sniffing rye bread. But he also sees a darker
side ofSchool:
the country,
witnessing
theMaster
effects of Putin’s
Trout
Lessons
from a firsthand
Fly-Fishing
influence in the run-up to the 2016 American election and
the power of propaganda in this “post-fact” era.Weaving
Mark
Humetogether
, Mo Bradley
, Clare Hume
everything
with thoughtfulness
and warmth, Orth
follows the acclaimed Couchsurfing in Iran with yet another
complex,
funny,
and
personal
travelogue—a
colorful
From the wisdom of fishing legend Mo Bradley,
an portrait
of
a fascinating
andfishing
misunderstood
essential
guide to fly
for trout in country.Weaving
the Thompsoneverything togetherflywith
thoughtfulness
andregion
warmth,
Orth
Okanagan.Among
fishers,
the Kamloops
in British
follows the acclaimed
Couchsurfingisinknown
Iran with
Columbia’s
Thompson-Okanagan
as yet
oneanother
of the
complex,
funny,
colorful
portrait
best
places
in and
the personal
world fortravelogue—a
catching trout.
It owes
its
of a fascinating
andtomisunderstood
reputation
in part
Mo Bradley, acountry.
man of humble origins
now known as a pioneer of fly-fishing culture.In Trout
9781771642972
... [more]
School, award-winning author and journalist Mark Hume Paperback | $24.95
passes on what he’s learned from his countless hours on—
Art
and off—the lake with the master. Drawing from more than
Jun 4, 2019
twenty years
Greystone
Books
of fishing
Ltd. and friendship, Hume distills the best
Ctn Qty: 1
of
essential knowledge, including tips and tricks for
224Mo’s
pages
catching Kamloops trout year-round, detailed instructions for
tying thirteen signature flies, and advice for a more
respectful and ecologically conscious approach to fishing.
But Trout School is more than just a guidebook. Hume
illustrates these lessons with beautifully descriptive stories
about his own times on the water—with Mo, by himself, or
teaching
IllustratedGroup
with
Centrehis own young daughters to fish.
Heritage
Distribution
stunning paintings by BC artist Nana Cook, the result is both
a thoughtful tribute to a fly-fishing legend and an invaluable
resource for experienced anglers and novices alike.

December 18th, 2018
This One Looks Like a Boy : My Gender Journey to Life as
a Man
Lorimer Shenher
Inspiring and honest, this unique memoir of
gender transition and coming-of-age proves it’s never too
late to find your true identity.Since he was a small child,
Lorimer Shenher knew something for certain: he was a boy.
The problem was, he was growing up in a girl’s body.In this
candid and thoughtful memoir, Shenher shares the story of
his gender journey, from childhood gender dysphoria to
... [more]
teenage sexual experimentation to early-adult denial of his
identity—and finally the acceptance that he is trans,
culminating in gender reassignment surgery in his fifties.
Along the way,
Greystone
Books
heLtd.
details his childhood in booming Calgary,
his
struggles with alcohol, and his eventual move to
304 pages
Vancouver, where he became the first detective assigned to
the case of serial killer Robert Pickton (the subject of his
critically acclaimed book That Lonely Section of Hell). With
warmth and openness, This One Looks Like A Boy takes us
Inside
Honor
Killing:
Father and
a Daughter
Tell will
throughanone
of the
most Aimportant
decisions
Shenher
ever
Their make,
Story as he comes into his own and finally discovers
acceptance and relief.
Lene Wold
A shockingly intimate look at the world of honor
killings, as seen through the eyes of both the perpetrators
and the victims. What drives a person to murder their sister,
mother, or daughter? What is life like in a society in which
women are imprisoned for their own “protection,” while their
potential killers walk free? In this powerful and affecting
book, writer and journalist Lene Wold offers a rare window
... [more]
into the world of “honor killings”—the controversial practice
that sees more than five thousand women murdered at the
hands of close relatives each year, all to restore their
family’s reputation.
Greystone
Books Ltd.Wold spent more than five years in
Jordan,
224
pagesvisiting prisons and mosques, reviewing
newspapers and judicial archives, and interviewing imams,
village elders, and other locals to understand these violent
acts. But she also spoke with the killers themselves,
including a man who murdered his mother and daughter
and
attempted
to Shifting
kill his other
daughter.
In Inside
Honor
Vanishing
Fish:
Baselines
and the
Futurean
of Global
Killing,
Wold shares what she learned, weaving a shocking
Fisheries
tale of honor killing told from the perpetrators’ perspective as
well as the victims’.
Daniel Pauly
, Jennifer Jacquet
From renowned marine biologist Dr. Daniel Pauly,
a fascinating analysis of our collapsed global fisheries and a
revolutionary vision for their future.The world’s fisheries are
in crisis. Their catches are declining, and the stocks of key
species, such as cod and bluefin tuna, are but a small
fraction of their previous abundance, while others have
been overfished almost to extinction. The oceans are
... [more]
depleted and the commercial fishing industry increasingly
depends on subsidies to remain afloat.In these essays,
award-winning biologist Dr. Daniel Pauly offers a thoughtprovoking look
Greystone
Books
at Ltd.
the state of today’s global fisheries—and
a radical
304
pages way to turn it around. Starting with the rapid
expansion that followed World War II, he traces the arc of
the fishing industry’s ensuing demise, offering insights into
how and why it has failed. With clear, convincing prose, he
draws on decades of research to provide an up-to-date
Understanding
Northwest
Indigenous
:
assessment of ocean
healthCoast
and an
analysis ofJewelry
the issues
that
have
to the current crisis, including
The Art,
Thecontributed
Artists, The History
globalization, massive underreporting of catch, and the
phenomenon of “shifting baselines,” in which, over time,
Alexander Dawkins
, Corrine Hunt
important knowledge is lost about the state of the natural
world.Finally,
Vanishing
Fish
provides
practical
recommendations
forward—a
vision of a vibrant
As
beautiful as for
it ais way
useful,
Understanding
future where
small-scale
fisheries
can supply
the majoritytool
of
Northwest
Coast
Indigenous
Jewelry
is an invaluable
the anyone
world’s fish.
for
interested in learning about or deepening their
understanding of a fascinating craft. Indigenous handengraved jewelry from the Pacific Northwest Coast is among
the most distinctive, innovative, and highly sought-after art
being produced in North America today. But these artworks
... [more]
are more than just stunning—every bracelet, ring, and
pendant is also the product of a fascinating backstory, a
specialized set of techniques, and a talented artist. With a
clearly written
Greystone
Bookstext,
Ltd. a foreword by award-winning First
Nations
artist Corrine Hunt, and more than one hundred
192
pages
striking color photographs and sidebars, Understanding
Northwest Coast Indigenous Jewelry offers an illuminating
look at an exquisite craft and the context in which it is
practiced. Providing a step-by-step overview of various
techniques, the book also introduces the specifics of
formline design, highlights the traits of the most Page
common5
animal symbols used, offers tips for identification, and
features biographies and works from over fifty of the Coast’s
best-known jewelers. Finally, it delves into the history of the
art form, from the earliest horn and copper cuff bracelets to
cutting-edge contemporary works and everything in
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9781771645065
Paperback | $40.00
Gardening
Apr 2, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

9781771643641
Paperback | $24.95
Nature
May 7, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

9781771644723
Paperback | $21.95
Science
May 21, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

9781928055389
Paperback | $19.99
Family &
Relationships
Oct 8, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Library Services

December 18th, 2018

Gardening with Native Plants of the Pacific Northwest

109 Walks in British Columbia's Lower Mainland

Arthur Kruckeberg, Linda Chalker-Scott

John Halliday

With hundreds of stunning color photographs and
new chapters by horticulturist inda Chalker-Scott, this fully
updated edition of one of the Pacific Northwest’s favorite
gardening books is more extensive and user-friendly than
ever before. This fully-updated third edition of Gardening
with Native Plants of the Pacific Northwest includes revised
designations for species, genus, and family names for
... [more]
numerous native plants, and over 900 beautiful and
informative color photos of native trees, shrubs, perennials,
grasses, and annuals. Each species has been carefully
selected asBooks
Greystone
garden-worthy,
Ltd.
setting this book apart from
encyclopedic
tomes containing comprehensive lists of
432
pages
native plants. Building on the classic text by the late
botanist Arthur R. Kruckeberg, horticulturist Linda ChalkerScott as contributed several new chapters on garden
ecology and the latest in garden science. Thorough,
practical, and easy to use, this updated edition of the book
Sunset
magazine
called
a “standard guidebook for anyone
Best
Places
to Bird
in Ontario
who gardens with Northwest Natives” will be invaluable to
all Northwest gardeners.
Kenneth Burrell
, Michael Burrell

A fully updated edition of the Lower Mainland’s
bestselling walking guidebook, featuring a wider range of
trails than ever before.Since its first edition in 1976, 109
Walks has guided more than 100,000 locals and visitors
alike to the best viewpoints, urban forests, and coastal
headlands of British Columbia’s stunning Lower Mainland.
This latest edition continues and builds on the legacy of its
... [more]
beloved predecessor with more than twenty completely new
trails, a striking selection of photographs, and updated
directions that include GPS coordinates for easier routefinding. True
Greystone
Books
to itsLtd.
origins, the book includes clearly written,
carefully
256 pagesdetailed route descriptions for each walk, along
with helpful personal notes about points of natural and
historical interest to visit along the way. This edition also
features more options in the Sea-to-Sky Corridor, Surrey,
and the Fraser Valley—as well as walks that take less than
three hours to complete—making it more accessible and
expansive
than ever
before.Still
accurate,
authoritative,
Hormone Power:
Transform
Your
Diet, Transform
Your and
Life
highly affordable, 109 Walks is an indispensable insider’s
guide for exploring British Columbia’s Lower Mainland in all
Marjolein Dubbers
seasons.

9781771644310
Paperback | $19.95
Sports &
Recreation
May 14, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

An insider’s guide to the best birding in Ontario,
featuring thirty highly recommended sites.It’s no secret:
Ontario’s rich natural landscape and diverse wildlife
provides some of the most exceptional birdwatching
Canada has to offer, attracting thousands of bird-lovers
each year.In this user-friendly guidebook, local experts Mike
and Ken Burrell show us why. Outlining thirty of their
9781771643559
... [more]
personal favorite spots at which to enjoy the province’s Paperback | $22.95
birding, they take readers on an avian tour from Point Pelee
Health & Fitness
to Moosonee, Rainy River to Cornwall. Along the way, they
Apr 14, 2019
draw from their
Greystone
Books
extensive
Ltd.
experience as professional birding
Ctn Qty: 1
guides
and field biologists to share insider tips for spotting
288
pages
more than three hundred unique species, advice for exactly
when and where to go for the best results, and helpful hints
for finding rarely seen birds. Finally, they provide detailed
instructions for accessing and enjoying each of the highly
recommended sites. Ranging from beloved classics to
remote
hidden
gems, many
of theseEthics,
localesand
are
within
Rise
of the
Necrofauna:
The Science,
Risks
of
driving distance of Toronto, Hamilton, or Ottawa; some are
De-Extinction
even accessible on foot; and each is as spectacular as the
last.With clear maps, beautiful color photos, and a wealth of
Britt
Wray
, George
Church
useful
information,
Best
Places to Bird in Ontario is an
invaluable resource that will delight first-time and
experienced
Jurassic Parkbirders
meetsalike.
The Sixth Extinction in Rise
of the Necrofauna, a provocative look at de-extinction from
acclaimed documentarist and science writer Britt Wray. A
New Yorker “The Books We Loved in 2017” SelectionA
Science News Favorite Book of 2017A Sunday Times "Must
9781928055471
Read"What happens when you try to recreate a woolly
mammoth—fascinating
science,
or
conservation Paperback | $22.99
... [more]
catastrophe?In Rise of the Necrofauna, Wray takes us deep
Self-Help
into the minds and labs of some of the world's most
Mar 26, 2019
progressive thinkers to find out. She introduces us to
Ctn Qty: 1
renowned Books
Greystone
futuristsLtd.
like Stewart Brand and scientists like
George
Church, who are harnessing the powers of CRISPR
288 pages
gene editing in the hopes of "reviving" extinct passenger
pigeons, woolly mammoths, and heath hens. She speaks
with Nikita Zimov, who together with his eclectic father
Sergey, is creating Siberia's Pleistocene Park—a daring
Parenting
From
Start: Laying
a Healthy
attempt to Right
rebuild
the the
mammoth's
ancient
ecosystem in
order to save
earth and
from
climate
disaster. Through
Foundation
in the Baby
Toddler
Years
interviews with these and other thought leaders, Wray
reveals the many incredible opportunities for research and
Vanessa Lapointe
conservation made possible by this emerging new field.But
we also hear from more cautionary voices, like those of
researcher
and award-winning
author Beth
Recent
scientific
research indicates
a Shapiro
strong (How to
Clone of
a Woolly
Mammoth)
and
environmental
philosopher
sense
connection
between
parents
and children
teaches
Thomas how
van Dooren.
Writing
with passion
perspective,
children
to regulate
emotions,
master and
social
skills, and
Wray delves
into thesense
largerofquestions
that come with
develop
a healthy
identity—essentially
howthis
to
incredible
new science,many
reminding
us parenting
that de-extinction
grow up. Unfortunately,
accepted
practices
9781896949734
could
bring
just
as
many
dangers
as
it
does
possibilities.
disrupt connection rather than fostering it, which may lead to
What happens,
for example,
when weissues
bring anin "unextinct"
lasting
behavioral
and emotional
children. Paperback | $22.95
...
[more]
creature back
the wild?
How author
can weof care
for these
According
to Dr.into
Vanessa
Lapointe,
the bestselling
Literary
strange animals
ensurenurturing
their comfort
and safety—not
Discipline
Withoutand
Damage,
connection
should be
Collections
to mention
And efforts.
what does
mean
for
the
focus ofour
all own?
parenting
But,de-extinction
along the way,
many
May 15, 2019
thoseparents
species
that
currently working
endangered?
it really
new
LifeTree
Media
may
findare
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throughIsunsettled
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ethical
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for
issues
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240
pages
example,
today how
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the
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Dr. countless
Lapointe other
showsbirds
parents
mindful,
same
fate?By
unpacking
many
technological,
conscious
parenting
canthe
work
to biological,
nourish both
child and
ethical, environmental,
legal
questions raised
by and
this
parent.Through
the twin and
lenses
of attachment
parenting
fascinating
field, Wray
a captivating
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the
most new
up-to-date
childoffers
development
research,
Dr.
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worstparents
of resurrection
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Lapointe
through thescience.A
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Centretour
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Heritage
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Group Distribution
problems
are through
most likely
to arise
for children—sleeping,
idea known
“de-extinction.”—Beth
Shapiro,
authorshe
of
feeding,
toiletas
training,
aggression, sibling
rivalry—and
How to Clone
a Mammoth:
The Science
of De-Extinction
provides
appropriate
solutions
designed
to promote
Published
in
partnership
with
the
David
Suzuki
Institute.
connection and growth. Rooted in compassion and
understanding, Parenting Right From the Start shows
parents how building a firm, caring presence in the early

, Alice Purdey

, Mary Macaree

Simple tips and recipes to help women balance
their hormones, boost their energy, and change their
lives.What if you could feel happier, more energized, and
less stressed, simply by changing the way you eat? In this
informative book, vitality expert Marjolein Dubbers offers
effective, easy-to-follow advice women can use to take
charge of their hormones, improve their mood, and
... [more]
transform their health—one bite at a time.In clear, upbeat
language, Hormone Power reveals the ins and outs of the
endocrine system, explaining how estrogen, progesterone,
insulin, cortisol,
Greystone
Books
thyroid
Ltd. hormones, leptin, and ghrelin work in
the pages
body—and why they so often let women down.
304
Debunking diet myths, Dubbers shares practical tips for how
to harness these important hormones and improve
everything from unwanted weight gain to low libido,
menstrual pain to menopause symptoms. Along the way,
she provides innovative ways to incorporate healthy habits
into
daily life,
includingGuide
delicious
recipes
for Obstacles
homemade
Brilliance:
A Coaching
to Clearing
Inner
granola, green breakfast smoothies, mouthwatering
and
Letting
Your
Authenticity
Shine
avocado lemon tarts, and more.
Amy Lombardo
Transform your inner potential into meaningful,
authentic change in the world with this unique coaching
guide. Many are working to live purposeful lives, but
subconscious obstacles can often prevent us from opening
and connecting to our potential to make meaningful change
in the world. Brilliance presents a coaching method to clear
out the baggage and activate our inner wisdom. In this
... [more]
book, empowerment coach and author Amy Lombardo
teaches readers how to think, feel, act, and live from an
inner source of radiance. With exercises and examples
drawn from
LifeTree
Media
Amy's own life and her practice as a coach for a
widepages
range of clients—from CEOs and top celebrities to
272
front-line activists—Brilliance is an essential guide to living
our unique paths and most authentic lives to the fullest.
Love of the Salish Sea Islands : New Essays, Memoir and
Poetry by 36 Island Writers
Mona Fertig
An Anthology of New Essays, Memoir and Poetry
by 36 BC Writers. A treasury of writing celebrating the
importance and beauty of our island archipelagos. Thirty-six
accomplished writers share their love of the islands in the
Salish Sea. Through new essays, memoir and poetry, they
reveal how islands are special places of unique and lively
communities within a rare and beautiful ecosystem; with
... [more]
diverse indigenous, settler, creator and outsider history;
surrounded by an endangered sea that protects and
separates islanders from a more crowded, invasive
civilization.TONGUE
MOTHER
AffirmingPUBLISHING
the joy and natural beauty of island
archipelagos
200
pages we must continue to be passionate about land
and water protection and preserving the islands' genius loci.
Galiano, Mayne, Pender, Saturna, Salt Spring, Gabriola,
Thetis, Denman, Hornby, Savary, Quadra, Cortez, Texada,
Protection, Lasqueti, Bowen and Gambier Island are
featured. Chris Arnett, Brenda Brooks, Maria Coffey, Daniel
Page
Cowper, William Deverell, Ann Eriksson, Mona Fertig,
Cathy6
Ford, Gary Geddes, Katherine Gordon, Christa GraceWarrick, Diana Hayes, Jack Hodgins, Cornelia Hoogland,
Stephen Hume, Christina Johnson-Dean, Des Kennedy,
Micheal Kenyon, Zoë Landale, Peter Levitt, Derek Lundy,
Karen McLaughlin, Arlene Paré, Briony Penn, Murray Reiss,
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9781896949741
Paperback | $19.95
Poetry
Feb 15, 2019
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9780995226616
Paperback | $14.95
Nature
Apr 15, 2019
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December 18th, 2018

Little Red: new poetry

Anchorages and Marine Parks

Kerry Gilbert

Peter Vassilopoulos

In Little Red, Gilbert tells a contemporary verse
version of the tale of Little Red Riding Hood. Little Red
Riding Hood is one of the original didactic stories about
missing and murdered girls/women in a long history of this
kind of violence against women—especially in earlier
versions where “Wolf leapt upon Little Red Riding Hood and
gobbled her up.” It’s also a deeply entrenched lesson in
... [more]
gender roles. In Little Red, Gilbert tells a contemporary
verse version of this tale with all of the angst/anxieties of a
different time and the dangers that now surround our
children. But,
MOTHER
TONGUE
she also
PUBLISHING
extends that and suggests some
bigger
questions: what happens to children when parents
100 pages
are absent? What happens to an aging Red, Grandmother,
Woodcutter and Wolf? What happens when “wolf decides to
start a family/hopes his past will stay there/and that he can
be a good father”? Gilbert suggests: “we have failed our
sons/we have failed our daughters” and about wolf, that
“we’ve grown
so, so tired
hisPacific
story.” Northwest : British
Common
Wildflowers
ofof
the
Columbia, Washington and Oregon

This new edition of Anchorages and Marine Parks
provides details of popular and useful anchorages in the
Pacific Northwest. Anchorages and Marine Parks includes
references to the Gulf Islands National Park Reserve and
covers the San Juan Islands, the Sunshine Coast,
Desolation Sound, the Broughton Islands, the west coast of
Vancouver Island, places south to north along the way
... [more]
among these destinations, and the main waterways to the
southern tip of Alaska. The pages take the mariner from
one anchorage to the next in a successive, geographic
progression.
Pacific
MarineMaps
Publishing
and diagrams include descriptive icons
showing
328 pagesrecommended anchorages, coves and bays.
Information is provided in a user-friendly format, enabling
the reader to readily see where they have been and where
they are going in relation to other stops.

9781775073123
Paperback | $34.95
Travel
Mar 15, 2019
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Motorcycle Messengers 2: Tales from the Road by Writers
who Ride

J Duane Sept

Jeremy Kroeker

Wildflowers are all around us! Whether on a hike,
in the backyard or in the living room, readers will be inspired
by the stunning photography and informative text in this new
guidebook. The guide includes more than 130 wildflower
species, arranged by family so readers can find and identify
similar species nearby. A concise color guide to wildflowers
features photos arranged by flower color so readers can
... [more]
quickly find and identify species. For each floral gem,
biologist and photographer Duane Sept provides a striking
full-color photograph, along with a clear description. Notes
on habitat,
Calypso
Publishing
natural history and similar species are included,
along
with a clear glossary of terms. Attractive enough to
96
pages
keep on your coffee table, and small enough to travel with
you on long or short hikes, this guide will enhance your
appreciation of the magnificent wildflowers of the Pacific
Northwest.

Motorcycle Messengers 2 is another collection of
stories from some of the leading writers in the motorcycle
travel genre. Consider it a sample pack of travel tales. Billy
Ward spends a night out beside a broken motorcycle,
considering defense strategies against hungry lions and
lascivious hippos in Africa. Carla King wrestles with
conflicting emotions after crashing her motorcycle in India.
... [more]
Sam Manicom battles bulldust and heat exhaustion in the
outback of Australia. Lois Pryce bonds with a one-legged
retired army General while singing "The Final Countdown" in
Iran. Ed MarchPRESS
OSCILLATOR
gets a drunken idea for a stupid, pointless
adventure
288
pages and, in spite of sobering up later, still carries on
with it in Mongolia. Jeremy Kroeker discovers that his days
of crashing motorcycles are not yet behind him in Colombia.
Ted Simon encounters a healer, of sorts, who helps restore
in him a sense of wonder for the journey in Thailand.
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Paperback | $23.00
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